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We address a connection between the energy evolution of the polygonal light-like Wilson
exponentials and the geometry of the loop space with the gauge invariant Wilson loops
of a variety of shapes being the fundamental degrees of freedom. The renormalization
properties and the differential area evolution of these Wilson polygons are studied by
making use of the universal Schwinger quantum dynamical approach. We discuss the
appropriateness of the dynamical differential equations in the loop space to the study
of the energy evolution of the collinear and transverse-momentum dependent parton
distribution functions.
1. Introduction
Transverse-momentum dependent parton distribution functions (TMDs in what fol-
lows) are known to possess more involved singularity structure than that of the
integrated collinear parton densities1. Extra divergences which arise in the TMDs
due to the light-like Wilson lines (either, equivalently, in the light-cone axial gauge)
affect as well the renormalization properties of these objects2,3 (see also Ref. 4 for
the discussions of similar issues in some different contexts). In particular, the ad-
ditional rapidity singularities question the sufficiency of the standard R−operation
to the renormalization of the TMDs with the light-like Wilson lines.
On the other hand, the cusped Wilson loops defined completely or partially
on the light-cone are also known to lack the multiplicative renormalizability due
to the arising of the specific light-cone singularities in addition to the common
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ultraviolet and the infrared ones5. Still a renormalization-group equation can be
written down. The cusp anomalous dimension which enters this equation is known
to be of remarkable universality6,7,8. It may be helpful, therefore, to study the
features and structures which are common to these seemingly different objects. We
will concentrate on those which arise from the presence of the light-cone Wilson
lines and display themselves in the “too singular” pole terms.
2. Dynamics of the light-like Wilson polygons and area/energy
evolution
To be more precise in the analysis of the singularities and the renormalization
properties of matrix elements with the light-like objects, let us consider the Wilson
loop defined on a rectangular contour with the sides N+, N− along the light-like
rays. Study of the Wilson rectangles on the light-cone is also motivated by the re-
cently observed duality between the n−gluon scattering amplitudes in the N = 4
super-Yang-Mills theory and the vacuum expectation values of the Wilson loops con-
structed from n light-like segments connecting the points xi, where the lengths of
these segments are chosen to be equal to the momenta of the gluon legs xi−xi+1 = pi
(see, e.g., Refs. 9). The infrared singularities of the N = 4 amplitudes are supposed
to have their counter-terms in the ultraviolet poles of the Wilson polygon. The
cusp anomalous dimension6 is the crucial ingredient of the corresponding evolution
equations. In other words, the dynamical core of a scattering process in the mo-
mentum space reveals itself in the local properties of a polygonal light-like Wilson
loop in the coordinate space. Finally, the local features of Minkowskian paths near
the obstruction points can be formulated in terms of the universal cusp anomalous
dimension.
In particular, in the large-Nc limit we have in the coordinate space
5
W (Γ) = 1−
1
ǫ2
αsNc
2π
([
−2N+N− + i0
µ2
]ǫ
+
[
2N+N− + i0
µ2
]ǫ)
(1)
+
αsNc
2π
(
1
2
ln2
N+N−
−N+N−
+ 2ζ2 +O(ǫ)
)
+O(αsNc) .
The function (1) is dimensionally regularized, and contains a double-pole term of
the order 1/ǫ2, which makes it (straightforwardly) non-renormalizable. It is possible,
however, to construct a consistent renormalization procedure even for such a “too
singular” object.
To this end, let us define the area differentials in the transverse ~z⊥ = 0 :
δσ+− = N+δN− → p1δp2 =
1
2
δs ; δσ−+ = −N−δN+ → −p2δp1 =
1
2
δt , (2)
where momentum variables s, t remind us about the duality between the coordinates
N± and momenta of the corresponding external gluons in the N = 4 SYM scattering
amplitude. It is worth noting that these operations are defined strictly in the corners
xi, and we distinguish between “left” and “right” variations, see Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Area variations allowed for a light-cone Wilson rectangle: we consider only those area
variations which conserve the angles between the sides.
The renormalizability is jeopardized because of the higher “degree of singularity”
caused by the light-like Wilson lines. In order to decrease the degree of singularity,
we make use of the approach described in Refs. 7. Applying the area logarithmic
derivation operator
δ
δ lnσ
≡ σµν
δ
δσµν
= σ+−
δ
δσ+−
+ σ−+
δ
δσ−+
(3)
to the r.h.s. of the (1), we obtain
δ
δ lnσµν
lnW (Γ) = −
αsNc
2π
1
ǫ
([
−2N+N− + i0
µ2
]ǫ
+
[
2N+N− + i0
µ2
]ǫ)
. (4)
The cusp anomalous dimension arises now after additional logarithmic differentia-
tion in the dimensional regularization scale µ
µ
d
dµ
δ lnW (Γ)
δ lnσ
= −4 Γcusp , Γcusp =
αsNc
2π
. (5)
The result in (5) describes the dynamical properties of the light-like Wilson rectangle
in terms of the differential area (cusp angles conserving) transformations, allowing us
to relate the geometry of the loop space to the dynamics of the fundamental degrees
of freedom—the gauge invariant, regularization independent light-like WLs10. Note
that (5) also agrees with the non-Abelian exponentiation of the regularized Wilson
loops:
W (Γ; ǫ) = exp
[∑
k=1
αks Ck(W )Fk(W )
]
, (6)
where the “maximally non-Abelian” numerical coefficients are Ck ∼ CF Nk−1c →
Nk
c
2 , and the summation goes over all “webs” Fk, see Refs. 11, 6. The above obser-
vation is not surprising: it follows directly from the property of linearity of the cusp
anomalous dimension in the large-angle limit6. This asymptotical regime is realized
exactly in the light-cone case.
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It is instructive to consider another example: the Π−shape Wilson (semi-)loop
with one of the segments lying on the light-cone and two semi-infinite off-light-cone
sides, Fig. 2. In the ’t Hooft limit, we have12
N−
N
+
−
δσ = NδN−
Fig. 2. Π-shape Wilson contour and the infinitesimal area variations.
W (ΓΠ) = 1 +
αsNc
2π
+
[
−L2(NN−) + L(NN−)−
5π2
24
]
,
L(NN−) =
1
2
(
ln(µNN− + i0) + ln(µNN− + i0)
)2
, (7)
where the area is given by the product of the light-like N− and non-light-like N
vectors, and area differentials are defined in Fig. 2. The Π-shaped Wilson loop (7)
obeys Eq. (12), Refs. 10:
µ
d
dµ
[
d
d lnσ
ln W (ΓΠ)
]
= −2Γcusp . (8)
The cusp anomalous dimension controls, therefore, the renormalization properties
of the integrated parton densities at large-x and the anomalous dimensions of con-
formal operators with large Lorentz spin12. It is remarkable that the TMDs with
the longitudinal gauge links on the light-cone Φ(x,~k⊥) display the similar behavior
µ
d
dµ
[
d
d ln θ
ln Φ(x,~k⊥)
]
= 2Γcusp , (9)
where the information about the area transformations is accumulated in the rapidity
cutoff θ = η/p+3.
Indeed, the energy/area evolution equations follow from the fundamental quan-
tum dynamical principle by Schwinger13. According to the Schwinger approach,
the quantum action operator S controls variations of arbitrary states
δ〈 α′ | α′′ 〉 =
i
~
〈 α′ |δS| α′′ 〉 . (10)
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However, Eq. (10) knows nothing about singularities of the objects to which it is
supposed to be applicable. In particular, direct use of the Schwinger methods (sup-
plied with the Stokes theorem) yields the Makeenko-Migdal loop equations, missing
the information about light-cone cusp singularities. Let us try to avoid the opera-
tions which suggest the smoothness of the Wilson loops under consideration. The
results obtained in the previous Section imply that the study of the area variations
(2) may be of some use
δ
δσ
〈 α′ | α′′ 〉 =
i
~
〈 α′ |
δ
δσ
S| α′′ 〉 . (11)
Taking into account the renormalization group invariance of the Schwinger form-
mula, we obtain for the cusped light-like contours:
µ
d
dµ
[
σµν
δ
δσµν
ln W (Γ)
]
= −
∑
Γcusp . (12)
Thus, Eqs. (5, 8, 9) are some of the particular examples of the generalized Schwinger
approach, Eq. (12). Note, however, that the r.h.s. of the Eq. (12) is not derived,
strictly speaking, from the first principles: we have used the explicit results for the
known quantities and continued them to arbitrary elements of the loop space. More
detailed discussion of the derivation will be reported elsewhere.
3. Outlook
We have studied some properties of the Wilson light-like polygons, the latter be-
ing the elements of the generic loops space and, correspondingly, the fundamental
degrees of freedom of the gauge-invariant formulation of QCD14,15,16:
Wn(Γ1, ...Γn) =
〈
0
∣∣∣T 1
Nc
Tr Φ(Γ1) · · ·
1
Nc
Tr Φ(Γn)
∣∣∣0〉 , (13)
Φ(Γi) = P exp
[
ig
∮
Γi
dzµAµ(z)
]
.
It is known since the late 70’s that the general dynamics of these objects is described
by the Makeenko-Migdal (MM) equations17,18, which can be obtained by applying
the Schwinger-Dyson approach to the scalar functionals Φ(Γ) (14):
∂νx
δ
δσµν(x)
W1(Γ) = Ncg
2
∮
Γ
dzµ δ(4)(x− z)W2(ΓxzΓzx) , (14)
where the definitions of the path and area differential operations are given, e.g., in
the Refs. 17, 18. However, the Eqs. (14) are of somewhat limited practical use due
to, in particular, extra divergences18, emerging from a variety of the obstructions,
or from the light-like segments of the integration contours. There are also subtleties
related to the continuous deformations of paths in Minkowski space-time, which is
argued in the Refs. 19 to be as unconnected as a space can be with respect to a
path-topology, making the meaning of the derivatives unclear.
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Handling these problems will require a deep understanding of what causes them.
The different objects in the Eq. (14) hint that the divergence and derivative def-
inition problems either originate from the contours themselves or from the gauge
fields defined on these contours. Consider for a moment a rectangular closed con-
tour. Topologically, this contour is identical to S1, thus although the original contour
contains cusps they do not form any obstructions from a purely topological point of
view. The problems with the cusps arise when considering derivatives, what means
that one has assumed extra structure on the contours such as embedding them
in another space (Minkowski, Euclidean), a parametrization, a metric/gauge field.
From the physical point of view, something happened at the cusp, a particle gets
scattered, implying that we shall need to introduce something (like a vertex func-
tion or an operator) to take this into account when studying the contractions of the
gauge fields belonging to opposite sides of our rectangular example.
Inspired by the example we split up our investigation of the MM equations into
the study of the topological classes of the contours and of the extra structure gen-
erated by the gauge fields, the embeddings, etc. The topology of the contours has
lead us to the knot theory, which is able to provide the consistent treatments of the
different classes of contours and their properties (group operations, linking, etc.).
The study of the extra structure implies the use of the concept of the generated
(emergent) space-times and finite-universe topologies. In particular, in the twistor
theory, the complexified and compactified space-time is considered to be generated
from the twistor space. The advantage of the twistor theory is that the differential
data are exchanged for the algebraic data. Moreover, recently a twistor theory ver-
sion of the MM equations (14) have been derived introducing the concept of the
holomorphic linking, leading to a complexified knot theory, motivating a further
study of the twistor and knot theories:
δ 〈W [C(t)]〉 = −λ
∫
C(t)×C(t)
ω(z) ∧ ω(z′) ∧ δ
3|4
(z, z′) 〈W [C′ (t)]〉 〈W [C′′ (t)]〉 (15)
−λ
∫
Γ×S1×S1
D3|4za ∧D
3|4zb
 ∫
C(t)×X
ω(z) ∧ ω(zˆ) ∧ δ
3|4
(z, zˆ)
〈
W
[
C˜(t) ∪X
]〉 ,
for detailed explanation and description of the notations, see Refs. 20. Problems with
the behavior of the Wilson lines/loops at infinity drive us to consider alternatives
to the usually applied one-point compactification of the space-time. For instance,
the sign difference caused by the oppositely directed Wilson lines in the TMDs for
the Drell-Yan and semi-inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering processes might suggest
that, from the point of view of the compactification, the point at −∞ is not the
same as the point at +∞. Given the above motivation, it seems attractive to look
into the finite-universe topologies, which have recently been investigated in the light
of CMB data21.
In the present work we followed another, more simple, strategy. We made use
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of the observation that in the large-Nc limit, in the null-plane, for the light-like
dimensionally regularized (not renormalized) Wilson rectangles, the area differen-
tials can be reduced to the normal ones. The area differential equations (which can
be treated as the non-renormalizable relatives of the MM Eqs.) in the coordinate
representation show up the duality to the energy (or rapidity, e.g., in the TMD
case) evolution equations for the light-like Wilson polygons in the momentum pic-
ture. As the result, the obtained differential energy/area equations form a closed
set of the dynamical equations for the loop functionals, they can be, in principle,
formulated consistently and even solved on the light-cone. Hence we made some
progress in understanding of the relationship between the geometrical properties
of the loop space in terms of the area differential evolution equations,, from one
side, and the dynamics accumulated in the cusps—the angles between the light-like
straight lines, from another side. Thus, in the loop space, the (external) dynamics
can be taken into account by introducing the obstructions to the initially smooth
loops, with those obstructions resembling the sources within the Schwinger field-
theoretical picture. We have demonstrated that the universal Schwinger quantum
dynamical principle is a useful tool to study some special classes of the elements
of the loop space, in particular, the cusped Wilson exponentials (null-polygons) on
the light-cone. More involved cases, e.g., the non-light-like Wilson polygons and
polyhedra deserve separate study22.
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